
Bryant Furnace Led Error Codes
Fault Code 41—Blower Outside Valid Speed Range......27-28. Fault Code The microprocessor
furnace control was designed with diagnostic capabilities built. Then green LED comes on for 1
sec, followed. 1 sec where both yellow. If you have a Bryant or Carrier furnace we will need the
product number. If you have a range. Anything over 125 volts is going to cause premature light
bulb failure and furnace Let the furnace cycle and see if the Status LED flashes a code.

This video covers common problems with the 31 fault code
on this furnace. I was getting.
The 310AAV/310JAV 4--Way Multipoise Gas Furnace was designed by Bryant non--volatile fault
code memory, and self--test feature. On--board fuse. Table shows the status codes flashed by the
amber status light. Most system problems can be diagnosed by reading the status code as flashed
by the amber. The red flashing light is a code, there should be a key to this code on the furnace
inside. In other words, one flash pause, one flash. Or two flash pause, etc.
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A hot surface ignitor works much like the filament in a light bulb. house use part number
LH33Zs004, which will work on most Bryant, Currier, and Payne furnaces. Often if you look at
the main board to the furnace it will be flashing a code. The integrated control is equipped with an
LED light for troubleshooting. Off -No power to control or board fault detected. On- Board fault
detected. Heartbeat1. This Hub will explain in more depth how to read the light codes, interpret
them and understand more about what your furnace problem might be if any with your. THE
BRYANT Plus 80x GAS FURNACE. The Plus 80x Deluxe 4--Way from the thermostat (Fan on
Plust), dehumidify mode, fault code storage, and more. model numbers 050, 075, 100 and 125.
When the furnace stops working, a trouble code LED is visible through a small round sight glass
mounted..

Preferred Plus™ 80x Deluxe 4-way Multipoise Gas Furnace
Microprocessor based "smart" control center, LED
diagnostic, Non-volatile fault code memory,.
If you smell natural gas in your home or near the furnace, do not light any matches or turn off or
on any The code says system has no problems operation normal but will not ignite. I have a
Bryant gas furnace, approximately 12 years old. (Archive) I could use some help with a bryant
gas furnace Heating and A/C. Inducer fan runs but I see no spark or pilot when i showed up, the
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led flashed 5 of the lower or upper door on the furnace should have a key for the fault codes.
This Heating Showcase issue features residential/light commercial products. diagnostic indicator
lights, the storage of six fault codes, and a color-coded terminal IAQ equipment supported: The
furnace can be paired with Bryant indoor air. Thermostat showing E1 error code, and unit will not
come. the outside air temperature sensor, the furnace heat/blower call lines, and the Also, to the
left of that chip you pointed out there is a D20 red bulb that is the only light on that panel.
Customer has an "E6" error code on a Bryant programmable theby Guest. Natural Gas and
Propane Gas Installation Codes. Wear safety glasses and The control in this furnace is equipped
with an LED status light to 2000 Bryant Heating & Cooling Systems 7310 W. Morris St.
Indianapolis, IN 46231. —12—. The Carrier furnace blinking red light can show you what is
wrong with your furnace, so that you can decide what to do For instance, one code might be that
your light is blinking 3 short blinks and one long blink. Bryant Furnace Reviews. There is typically
a very small diagnostic light that will flash a code at you. I'm assuming this is not a
Bryant/Carrier/Payne furnace with the pilot/spark ignition.

The Plus 80x 4-Way Multipoise Gas Furnace offers outstanding features in an 80% enhances
SEER performance up to 1.5 points*, fault code storage, and more. LED and reflective sight
glass, non-volatile fault code memory, and self-test. You can press the ring to see an error code
and a description of the error. Some wiring errors arise when a required wire isn't physically
detected. Other errors. View and Download Bryant 355MAV troubleshooting manual online.
355MAV Furnace pdf manual download. Rapid Flashing AMBER LED..............................10
Status Code 25 – Model Selection or Setup Error.

Shop for ICM Furnace Control Boards for Carrier from McCombs Supply Co. with LP or
Natural Gas, Status LED for fault codes to aid in troubleshooting. Information Manual and
Section 23, “Maintaining Furnace Do not try to light any appliance. this furnace must conform
with local building codes. Download Furnace User's Manual of Bryant 312AAV/JAV for free.
Bryant 312AAV/JAV Manual 48 · Bryant 312AAV/JAV Manual 49 · Bryant 312AAV/JAV
Manual. After a set number of failed retrials the furnace will go into “lock out”, once “lock out” is
reach the diagnostic light will flash a failure code and repeats 3 flashes, stops, repeats, this means
“pressure switch failed to close”, where a Bryant. I have a Bryant plus 80 furnace with the
following symptoms. Blower motor starts on low speed. Gas ignites Flame burns for about 90
seconds Relay.

(about once a month the error code would return). As of 3/30/15, the flame The ignitor lights up
again but, the burners will not re-light. If I shut the thermostat off for I have a BRyant 80 series
heater (HVAC)system. Mine has Puron. Forum discussion: We have a Luxaire furnace model#:
G4FA036S17T2AA When turning (HVAC) Gas Furnace causing vibrating/knocking noise when
on • (HVAC) Bryant - model Just did a search for "Luxaire gas furnace led error codes".
Overview of the CARRIER 58RAV line of Furnace, including consumer that their 58RAV would
not blow hot air and that they were getting an LED error code.
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